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By Jeff Mack

Philomel Books. Hardcover. Condition: New. Jeff Mack (illustrator). This hilarious tale of a friendship
that develops over a love of books is the perfect picture book for fans of ITS A BOOK and OFFICER
BUCKLE AND GLORIA!Everyone needs a little attention from time to time. Just ask our gorilla who
will stop at nothing to be noticed by the boy with his eyes glued to the TV set. But for the gorilla, its
going to take more than a quiet nudge to steal away the boys attention. When his usual antics fail to
catch the boys eyeLOOK OUT! The gorilla has some other tricks up his sleeve. Using only two
wordsLOOK and OUTJeff Mack relates an adorably hilarious story about an attention-loving gorilla,
a television-loving boy, and a friendship that develops over books. Simple in construct yet richly
creative, this interactive and colorful tale will leave children laughing and loving books for years to
come. Perfect for fans ofIts a BookandOfficer Buckle and Gloria. Praise for LOOK!: An Amazon Best
Book of the Month! The slapstick action unfolds on linen-textured backgrounds, battered vintage
book covers, and the actual pages of a bookhat-tips to the physicality of books that hint at...
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ReviewsReviews

The book is straightforward in go through easier to recognize. it was actually writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am very happy to explain how this is
actually the greatest publication i have read through within my individual life and might be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Gla dys Conr oy-- Gla dys Conr oy

Very beneficial to all of type of individuals. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. You will not really feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Micha le Shields-- Micha le Shields
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